
Salt Training: Bobby Zach  
This, it seems, will be a central tool for the cluster training.  We developed a practical 
framework of how we could do this.  We finished the training by two things: 

1) An area where we have expertise where we would be able to accommodate and host 
people from other programs.   

2) Identifying one need in our program and planning a SALT visit to another program 
with expertise in that area to:   

 
 
“We came to know each other and from each other’s experiences that we could learn from 
each other.  We can use each other’s resources” D Shalendra 
 
“It was so good. We can get involved with others to learn more.  In areas like disability...we 
can get help from other organisations.   I met AP Mumgain and he was very encouraging to 
us.” : Minima Dayal  
 
Disability was seen as a key area for the cluster.  This may be the first SALT visit but it will 
require a program to write an objective and contact Anugrah. 
 
SALT METHOD:     S is for Support, Stimulate, Share       A is for Appreciate, Analyse         

L is for Listen, Learn, and Link      T is for Transfer 
 
Program-to-Program Knowledge Transfer Forms developed by participants 

1 MONTH BEFORE THE VISIT  
GUEST (Visitors) HOST (visited program) 
Discuss Objectives and Clarify Purpose of visit  
(what particularly do you want to learn) 
 

Receive the objectives from the guest and then clarify and 
adapt the purpose of visit from the visitors. 

Communicate the purpose of visit to hosts 
(eg. ask host about their strengths) 

Staff Meeting with key staff: 
Develop a plan that will allow the visitors to achieve the visit 
objectives  
 

Send a brochure/ information about the programs that are 
being implemented by the guest 

Plan specific field or community visit  
(Eg. community where the program is implemented, NGO 
resources centres, and government departments) 

Arrange Logistics  
(eg visit details visit, cost, dates, transport, accommodation) 

Allocate roles and responsibility for accommodation, food, 
logistics etc. 

Send reminder 1 week prior to visit to confirm visit details  Send the background information, brochure and modified 



objectives to the guests 
Allocate roles amongst visitor team  
(eg coordinator, finance, documentation) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DURING VISIT  
GUEST- Visitor and Host (schedule) 
Orientation: 
-Start by sitting together 
- Clarify objectives (why have you come?)   
-Share the schedule for the visit and make adjustments as appropriate 
-Guest and host share their strengths with each other to allow mutual learning 
-Orientation to host program and host area 
 
Schedule to include  
     Fields visits to community  
     Home visits 
     SHG visits 
     Model example visit 
-allocate adequate time (?>4hrs) in order to meet the leaders, the stakeholders, and assess,  
-Meet the government link if available 
 
-Feedback/debrief- 
-1 hour of 2 way feedback 

 
AFTER THE VISIT- What is it that we do back in our places? 
GUEST- Visitor HOST – visited 
Staff meeting to discuss about the visit and the lessons 
learned, and how to improve future visits  

-Have a team meeting 

Identify the strengths of the other organisation and feasibility 
of transfer of lessons learned. 

-Make strategy to implement programs that they identified 

Make a strategy for implementation  
Make a visit report (Short and crisp).   
-What was the objective of the visit? 
-what did we do? 
-lessons learned: 2-3 only? 
-how are we going to apply? 
-Send a copy to a) host, b) funder c) other interested parties 

 

 
 
 


